🌸 Girl Powered 🌸
Do you think it is great to have girl power in your team? I think it’s great! Girl power makes us strong,
successful and smart. Having girl power can bring so many possibilities, originality, and diversity. It’s
great to have diversity in your team because having many interesting kinds of people can make your
work have so much more. Girl power can make the work be one of a kind that no other can create.
To begin with, girl power can mean many things to us. To me it means that we can create anything
thanks to our diversity. To my friend girl power means that girls can be independent but stronger as one.
It means that we can accomplish anything by using teamwork because we are stronger together. In the
end, we can be successful. Being the only fourth grade girl team was reflected in my teams’ approach to
robotics because it helped us look at certain things from a different angle than other teams. This
diversity led to improve the robots design and showed the power we have as a girl team. Having girl
power in our team has led us to see many things and understand each other better and create a
masterpiece that helped our robot compete in a competition! Having girl power makes us powerful.

Additionally, our team has taken an initiative to create a more inclusive team that attracts students by
proving to others that we’re very strong and smart even though we might have been different than
other teams. When we were building the robot, we made sure we switched roles so everyone can have
an experience and understanding to robotics. I think this helped us have a variety of understanding and
views to robotics because we all have different points of views and were all culturally different. I learned
that different roles in my team created teamwork and girl power. I’ve learned that teamwork’s
important because some tasks are different than other tasks and sometimes it takes teamwork to figure
it out. Also, having teamwork can get a job quickly done. Girl power is important because having it can
lead to having a great result thanks to our different ways of thinking about things. I believe having
different viewpoints can change the robot and our ability to succeed because we can combine each
other’s ideas to make it better than before.

Furthermore, someone that has inspired in the field of STEM is Retta Scott. She’s my role model because
even though the others did not accept her because she was a woman, she worked hard and proved to
them that she was worthy instead of giving up. When she first began her career as an animator, others
underestimated her because women were not thought as smart, successful, or strong. She was able to
prove them wrong by showing the other workers her skill and that’s how the others accepted her. I also
believe that not giving up easily and trying hard until we succeed is another great part about girl power.
An amazing woman like Retta Scott has inspired me by showing that I am strong, smart, and successful
just like her.
To conclude, girl power is a unique characteristic and important because it helps add originality to any
piece of work because of diversity. It teaches us the four girl power words which are strong, smart,
successful, and super. Girl power shows me that we are clever and can become successful if we put our
minds to it. work. It even has helped my team to succeed. People like Retta Scott inspire and give me
strength in believing we can do anything our heart desires. What do you think about girl power?
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